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MEMORANDUM FOR: H. D. Thornburg, Director, Division of Reactor

Construction Inspection
Office of Inspection and Enforce =ent

FROM: Ja=es G. Keppler, Director

SUEJECI: MIDLAh'd DIESEL GENERATOR BUILDING AND PLAhI AREA
FILL

Meetings on this subject were held on February 23, 1979 and
March 5, 1979, between Consu=ers Power Co=pany, Bechtel Corporation
and NRC. These =eetings were a continuation of the investigation
conducted by our inspectors during Dece=ber 11-13,18-20,1978 and
January 4-5, 9-11, 22-25, 1979.

During the February 23, 1979 =eeting we presented to Consu=ers
Power Co=pany our preli=inary investigation findings, a copy of
which was previously forwarded to you.

During the March 5, 1979 =eeting Consu=ers Power Co pany provided
their responses to those findings, copies of which are enclosed.

Our su==ary findings with regard to this =atter are as follows:

1. The quality assurance progra= for obtaining proper soil co=paction
of the Midland site was deficient in a nu=ber of areas.

2. Soil of the type used in the foundation of the diesel generator
building is also located, to varying degrees, under other Class I
structures. Whereas excessive settle =ent has been observed with
the diesel generator building, the settle =ent of other Class I
structures has not exceeded predicted values.

3. Several incorrect state =ents are contained in the FSAR with respect
to the soil foundation.

~

In addition to these findings, we have co= piled a list of technical
questions which bear on the resolution of this problem. These are
enclosed for your use in working with NRR.
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E. D. Thornburg -2- March 12, 1979

As previously discussed with you, one of our concerns is related to
why construction activities at the Midland site, which could be
af4ected by a Class I structure settle =ent should be continued while

the total cause of the diesel generator settle =ent has not yet been
d e t e r=ined . During the meeting on Mare) 5,1979, this question
was posed to the licensee. Their response was that continuing
scheduled construction work would not compro=ise the ce==itted
evaluations or re=edial actions nor make irrevocable any conditions
which do not fully satisfy FSAR or licensing require =ents. Based
on this, they tre v1111ng to accept the risk of continued
construction.

In that we have questioned the licensee's intent to continue
construction, we consider that the catter also warrants exa=ination

,

by EQ. This exa=ination we f eel also involves NER for the following
reasens:

1. If one assu=es the foundation settle =ent place =ent was in
accordance with design, then the catter of design adequacy
beco=es questionable.

2. If one assu=es foundation place =ent did not ceet design specification,
one cust question acceptability of the soils condition under the
affected structures. It should be pointed out again, that the
type of soils placed under the diesel generator building were also
the type placed under other Class I structures and associated pipes
and utility lines.

3. In light of ite=s a and b above, the catter of seir=1c design also
beco=es one of concern.

4. Because of the licensee's total evaluation of the specific cause
for the diesel generator and plant area fill settle =ent is not
yet co=plete, the question of FSAR design review and its
acceptability cay warrant further attention by NER.

As an alternate approach to the issue, consideration should be given
to an NRC Directive or Show Cause Order which could expedite the
licensee's confir:ation to the NRC that continued construction vill

i not co= pro =ise the design function of the involved structures for
the lif e-ti=e of the plant. It may also expedite the licensee's

'

investigation into the basic cause of the diesel generator settle =ent
and its relationship (or absence) to other Class I structures.
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H. D. Thornburg -3- March 12, 1979

k'e vill continue to follovup on this catter and keep you infor=ed of
new information.

_

M .

.y Ja es G. Keppler
Director

Enclosures:
As stated
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MIDLAND Ql'ESTIONS

,

1._ The licensee has stated that the fill has settled under its
own weight. What assurance is provided that the fill has not
settled locally under:

e

a. Structures with rigid cat foundations as portions of the
auxiliary building or service water pu p structure.

b. Class I piping in the fill resulting in lack of continuous
support causing additional stress not accounted for in
design.

2. How has the lack of compaction and the increase in soil
compressibility affected the seismic response spectra used
in design and therefore, the soil-structure interaction during
seistic loading?

3. Af ter current preloading caterial is removed will additional
borings be taken to ascertain that the material has been
co:pacted to the original requirements set forth in the PSAR
and construction license application?

4. Since the foundation caterial is variable as described in 50.55(e)
interim report number 4, how can long ter= dif ferential settle =ent
be predicted to assure reliable startup of the D/G in the event
of emergency?

5. What tolerance does the D/G canufacturer require on the align =ent
of the D/G for reliable operation and startup?

6. Preliminary information indicates that the piping in fill under
and in the vicinity of the D/G building have gross deformations
induced either prior to or during the preload progra=. What is
the extent of the defor=ation. Is this deformation beyond predicted?
If so, what plans are being taken to correct the condition?

7. The borated water storage tanks and diesel fuel oil tanks have
not yet been constructed and are to be located in questionable
plant fill of varying quality. Why should those Class I structures
be constructed prior to assuring the foundation material isi

capable of supporting such structures for the plant life?
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MIDI >5D QUESTIONS

:
8. FSAR Figure 2.5-48 shows estimated ultimate settlements which

- indicate a dif ferential settlement across individual zat
foundation and within individual structures. Was this differential
accounted for in the o;iginal design of the mat foundation and
in the design of structural cember within the structure. If not,

what effect does this differential settlement have on additional
stresses induced in the mat or in structure ce=bers such as
slab-bea=-colu=n connections?

'

9. Based on the information provided in CPCo interi= report number 4,
it appears that the tests perforced on the exploratory borings
indicate soil properties that do not meet the original co=paction
criteria set forth in the PSAR and specification for soils work.
What assurance is there that the soil under other Class I
structures not accessible to exploratory boring meet the control
co=paction requirements?
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